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1. What is Turnitin? 

Turnitin is an originality checking and plagiarism prevention service that checks your writing 

for citation mistakes or inappropriate copying. It identifies the similarity between students' 

assignments and other writings or published work. It is therefore a 'text-matching' software 

which is designed to educate students regarding appropriate citation and referencing 

techniques. 

2. About Turnitin 

UNAM has acquired a license for Turnitin for lecturers to use to monitor the academic 

integrity of their students. Lecturer accounts are created at eLearning at CILT. Lecturers can 

request for Turnitin account creation by completing this form: Request for Turnitin Account. 

(If you have received notification from Turnitin requesting you to set up your Lecturer 

account, then your account has already been created). Turnitin has a variety of products for 

checking academic work originality and support enhanced academic writing (see below). 

 

 

Figure 1: Turnitin Products 

UNAM has acquired the Originality check product whose features are described below. 
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3. Relevant UNAM Policies 

Turnitin is a tool for supporting the promotion of academic integrity. As such, its use if 

guided by the Academic Integrity Policy. 

4. Turnitin Originality Check Features 

4.1 Comprehensive Similarity Reports 

The Turnitin Similarity Report is a powerful tool 

that quickly identifies unoriginal or improperly 

cited student writing by highlighting similarities 

to the world’s largest collection of internet, 

academic, and student paper content. Each match 

is color-coded to help Lecturers easily interpret 

the report. 

4.2 Trusted Similarity Reports 

Each Similarity Report generates a similarity score which is the percentage of matching or 

similar text that has been uncovered allowing Lecturers to easily identify students who are 

trying to take shortcuts and those who are having challenges and need educator support the 

most. 

4.3 Filters and Exclusions 

Allows Lecturers to set parameters for the Similarity Report and eliminate insignificant 

matches by excluding quotes, bibliography, or matches that fall under a certain word count or 

percentage. 

4.4 Text Manipulations 

Lecturers can quickly identify submissions that have been deliberately manipulated to 

circumvent integrity checking algorithms. 

4.5 Unlimited Drafts 

Allows students to see their Similarity Reports and receive immediate formative feedback 

which they can use to assess their own work and self-correct before final submission. 

4.6 ETS e-rater® Grammar Check 

Provides a summary and diagnostic feedback about errors in grammar, usage, mechanics, 

style and spelling errors. Feedback includes examples tailored according to grade levels and 

links out to the grammar. 
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5. Lecturer Turnitin Account Set up Procedures 

The eLearning Department at CILT is responsible for creating Turnitin accounts for lecturers. 

If you have not yet had a Turnitin account created, please complete this form: Turnitin 

Lecturer Account Request Form. 

Once an account has been created for you, an email from Turnitin would be sent to your 

email account. Use the following steps to setup your account. 

5.1 Step 1: Following a web link sent to email 

Below is an example of the email you should have received from Turnitin 

(noreply@turnitin.com). Click on the “Set up account” link in red as below.  

 

Figure 2: Email notification notice from Turnitin 

5.2 Step 2: Setting up your Turnitin Account 

Clicking on the red link “Set up account” will take you to the page below. Fill in the same 

email address and surname/ last name as the one you use at UNAM (or as the one you have 

submitted to the Turnitin account request form), then click next… 

https://forms.office.com/r/Jvp66tH2x3
https://forms.office.com/r/Jvp66tH2x3
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Figure 3: Turnitin account setup on the web 

5.3 Step 3: Validate your account 

Go to your email inbox and click on the link sent to validate your account 

 

Figure 4: Email notification to set up account password 

5.4 Step 4: Create Turnitin account password 

Click on the red link “Create password” to take you back to the website to create your 

password. 
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Figure 5: Email notification for creating Turnitin Password 

Fill in your password in the box “Password”, then retype the password in the box “Confirm 

Password” 

 

Figure 6: Creating Turnitin Password 

5.5 Step 5: Log into your account 

Click on “Log in” to log into your account 

 

Figure 7: Logging into your Turnitin Account 
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Then type in your UNAM email address and the password you created in Figure 8 below 

 

Figure 8: Logging into Turnitin account 

5.6 Step 6: Set up security questions 

Use the prompts provided to set up your security question and correct answer. This would be 

used when you need to recover or reset your password in the future. 

 

Figure 9: Creating Security Question to secure account 
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5.7 Step 7: Turnitin User Agreement 

Read the terms of use then click on “I agree – Continue” 

 

Figure 10: Accepting EULA 

6. Setting up and Managing Classes (Modules) on Turnitin 

6.1 Step 8: Create your Class 

Now you are ready to add your classes. Classes can be an actual class, like the name of your 

course/ module and its code, or it can be a research supervision class or project such as 

research proposal submission or research report submission or Thesis submission, etc. 

Standard Class is the default option which is recommended.  

Standard Class (start date is automatic. You determine end date based on academic calendar) 

Figure 11: Creating a class (course space) on Turnitin 
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Figure 12: Creating a standard Class 

6.2 Step 9: Creating a Master Class 

The other option is Master Class. A Master Class is a class that has sub-groups under it. This 

can apply to scenarios where there is one module taught by various lecturers or a research 

project course where students are assigned to different lecturers for supervision. Instead of 

each lecturer creating a class for the same module, the module coordinator can create a 

Master Class, and then creates “Sections” or sub-groups under the class. Each lecturer is then 

added as a “teaching assistant” but with full rights within their standard classes. Each lecturer 

would then add only the students he/she teaches under her standard class. Master Class 

 

Figure 13: Creating a Master Class (course with multiple lecturers) 
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Adding Section “Sub-class” to Master Class 

 

Figure 14: Adding Sections (sub-groups) to a class (each section belongs to a different lecturer/ tutor) 

TA (Teaching Assistant) is simply name/s of lecturer teaching sub-groups within the Master 

Class 

 

Figure 15: Adding lecturers as Teaching Assistants to a Master Class 

The sub-group in the Master class set up looks like this 

 

Figure 16: Showing lecturers assignment to each course sub-group/ Section 
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6.3 Step 10: Creating a Standard Class 

 

Figure 17: Creating a standard class (course with only one lecturer) 

Class name should be full name of the course/module, and enrollment code can be module 

code. Class end date should be end of given semester in the academic year. 

 

Figure 18: Generated Class enrollment key (enrollment key can be used to by students to enroll onto the 
Turnitin course to be able to submit assignments. However, enrolling students directly as per Figure 20 below is 
advisable) 
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Once you complete the information as per Figure 17, this message will pop up. The class ID 

is a unique identifier assigned to each course created on Turnitin, while the enrollment key is 

the key you may give to students to enroll onto the course. There is however a challenge with 

using an enrollment key:  

1. Students may enroll on your course with multiple accounts using different email 

addresses 

2. Students who may not be part of your class or part of UNAM may enroll on your 

course as long as they have this key. So, it is advisable to rather enroll students to 

your class directly using the method in Step 11 below. 

6.4 Step 11: Adding students to a Standard Class/ Section in Master Class 

A lecturer can add students to a standard class or to a section (sub-group) within a master 

class. Students can be added one by one (option A) or uploaded through an Excel sheet 

(option 2). See the format of Excel sheet in Figure ?? 

The Excel sheet should have the same format as in Figure 20 below. 

 

Figure 20: Format for excel class list to enroll students onto Turnitin class 

Figure 19: Enrolling students to a Turnitin Class 
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Once you have enrolled students on your course, they’ll appear under “Students” as in Figure 

21  

 

Figure 21: Student list in Turnitin class 

6.5 Step 12: Creating a Assignment/ Submission box 

Once a standard class or section in a Master class has been created and students added, the 

lecturer can then create an assignment to open a submission box. An assignment can also be 

created even if students have not been enrolled on the class/ section, enabling the lecturer to 

upload student academic work manually. 

To add an assignment, first select the Class under which the assignment will be created 

 

Figure 22: Selecting a class to which to create an assignment submission 
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Then select “Add assignment” 

 

 

Figure 24: Turnitin Assignment Settings 

Add the title of the assignment (reflecting the nature of work being submitted) when it would 

open (start date) and when it will be due/ close (due date). For file type, you are urged to 

maintain the default “All only file types that Turnitin can check for similarity”. Other than 

this option you risk students submitting scanned assignments or images that cannot be 

scanned by Turnitin thus would be fruitless using the platform on them. 

Next, decide if students are submitting their drafts to receive feedback from the system so 

they can improve before their final draft or if they are submitting a final paper: 

• Option A = No Repository: This is suitable for drafts for students to get feedback in 

order to improve their writing 

Figure 23: Adding a new assignment to Turnitin Class 
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• Open B = Standard Paper Repository: this is the setting to use when students are 

submitting their final essays/research reports/papers/theses/dissertations for grading. 

This would archive the documents in the repository. 

• Then select “Submit”.  

Click on “Optional settings” for more options as displayed in Figure 25 below 

 

Figure 25: Optional settings 

 

Figure 26: Selecting features on the options settings 
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• “Enter special instructions” is where you type instructions to students, where 

required/ necessary 

• “Allow submissions after due date” is where you decide if students can still submit 

beyond your set due date 

 

Figure 27: When Similarity reports should be generated 

 “Generate Similarity Reports for Submission”  

o Immediately (can overwrite reports until due date) is best for students 

submitting different versions of their drafts 

o Immediately first report is final – suitable for students submitting final version 

of reports/ work 

o On due date: also suitable to students submitting final version, but report only 

needed on due date 
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Figure 28: Selecting features on the options settings 

• Exclude bibliographic materials: YES is suitable, especially for undergraduate and 

assignments where students are likely to consult same sources. For postgraduate 

students, the lecturer may decide which is best on a case-by-case basis. 

• Exclude quoted materials is recommended: opting for this setting allows the system to 

exclude quoted text from the similarity index. This is recommended especially for 

qualitative oriented research reports that is to be used with caution to determine if 

students may deliberately use quotation has substantial amount of quoted materials or 

assignments that require students to cite directly from sources. If this setting it set to 

NO, the similarity index may end being high even though the students cited and 

attributed their sources. 

• Exclude small sources – Yes is recommended for undergraduates or smaller tasks but 

not research reports or work of postgraduate students 

• Allow students to see similarity reports – suitable for students submitting drafts to 

enable them to see the feedback and improve. Otherwise, the decision is at the 

discretion of the lecturer 
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• Exclude assignment template – if the assignment requires students to use a template 

with similar features such as cover page, assignment structure, rubric, etc. it is 

advisable for that template to be uploaded so the system can exempt similarities 

generated by the template. i.e. you would not want the system to flag cover page as 

similar when you require your students to use such a template 

 

Figure 29: List of sources/ databases from which report will be generated 

The search options should maintain the default options as above. Once you click “Submit”, 

the assignment would be created. 

7. Submitting Work to Turnitin 

7.1 Step 13: Manually submitting assignment/ research report on behalf of student 

 

Figure 30: Submitting work to an assignment 

Under the “Actions”, select either “View” or “Submit” option 
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Figure 31: Selecting student on-behalf of whom the submission is to be made 

If the student on-behalf of whom the submission is being made is enrolled in the class, select 

that student from the drop-down list (as in B). Is the student is not yet enrolled, select “Non-

enrolled student” (option A). 

If you opt for “non-enrolled student”, you should then complete the form with student details 

(this won’t be necessary for enrolled students as their details would be filled automatically). 

Then you should fill in the title/ name of document being uploaded under “Submission title”. 

Where to upload the file from, you have 3 options: from the computer, Dropbox, or Google 

Drive (see X in Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: Selecting a file to upload 

 

Figure 33: Uploading the file 

Once a file has been selected, you may then click “Upload” to have the file uploaded to the 

system. Remember that is the assignment settings opted for “No repository” (for drafts), then 

it will indicate “the file you are submitting will not be added to any repository”. If this is the 

student’s final work, this setting must be changed to “Standard paper repository”. 
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Figure 34: Confirming file information 

Once the file has been uploaded, click “Confirm” in order to be taken to the digital receipt 

page as in Figure 35 below. 

 

Figure 35: File upload status 

You would then be given an option to either submit another file or go to the assignment box 

to see the similarity results. 

 

Figure 36: File upload complete, accessing assignment box 

7.2 Step 14: Receiving the Similarity/Originality report 

It takes a few minutes for the similarity report results to show.  
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Figure 37: Similarity report pending 

Once the similarity report is ready, click on the percentage/color code to be taken to the 

report in a pop-up window.  

 

Figure 38: Similarity Report ready 

Once you are on the report, click on A and then B as in Figure 39 

 

Figure 39: Accessing similarity report 
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Figure 40: Similarity Report options 

You then have three options as shown in Figure 40 above: C = generate the full similarity 

report highlighting unoriginal content for each page; D = Digital receipt, acknowledging that 

Turnitin received the submitted paper, and contains the following information, namely: 

Submission author: Assignment title, Submission title, File name, File size, Page count, Word 

count, Character count, Submission date, Submission ID. The third option E allows you to 

download the student’s actual assignment. 

See further guidance on downloading Similarity Report here: 

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-

report/downloading-the-similarity-report.htm  

8. Viewing and Interpreting Similarity Reports in Turnitin 

8.1 Step 15: Viewing the Similarity Report 

Turnitin states that the Similarity Report is the result of comparison between the text of the 

submission against the search targets selected for the assignment; this may include billions of 

pages of active and archived internet information, a repository of works previously submitted 

to Turnitin, and a repository of tens of thousands of periodicals, journals, and publications. 

Any matching or highly similar text discovered is detailed in the Similarity Report that is 

available in the assignment inbox.  

The similarity score is a percentage of a paper's content that matches to Turnitin's databases; 

it is not an assessment of whether the paper includes plagiarized material. 

 

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/downloading-the-similarity-report.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/downloading-the-similarity-report.htm
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To view the report in detail, click on the score to see the “Match Overview” as illustrated in 

Figure 41 to show the list of sources used in the work submitted. 

 

Figure 41: Similarity Report settings 

8.2 Step 16: Interpreting the Similarity Report 

The Similarity Report is a flexible document that provides a summary of matching or similar 

text in submitted work compared against a huge database of Internet sources, journals and 

previously submitted work, allowing students and instructors to review matches between a 

submitted work and the database scanned by Turnitin (database includes billions of web 

pages: both current and archived content from the internet, a repository of works that students 

have submitted to Turnitin in the past, and a collection of documents, which comprises 

thousands of periodicals, journals, and publications). Therefore, the Turnitin Similarity 

Report does not define whether a student's work is plagiarized or not. The lecturer 

responsible for the course – as a subject matter expert – has a duty to exercise academic 

judgement on the work that is submitted to Turnitin for their classes. The percentage that is 

returned on a student's submission (called similarity index or similarity score) defines how 

much of that material matches other material in the database, it is not a marker as to whether 

a student has or has not plagiarized.1 

Also see Interpreting the Similarity Report here: https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-

studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/interpreting-the-similarity-report.htm  

 
1  Turnitin LLC. (2022). Plagiarism and what are acceptable similarity scores? Retrieved from 
https://supportcenter.turnitin.com/s/article/Plagiarism-and-acceptable-similarity-scores  

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/interpreting-the-similarity-report.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/interpreting-the-similarity-report.htm
https://supportcenter.turnitin.com/s/article/Plagiarism-and-acceptable-similarity-scores
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Figure 42: Source match overview 

Clicking on any listed source will take you to the sections in the student’s work where 

content that overlaps with such a source can be found (see Figure 43). A = the content in the 

student’s work, and B = the matching content in the original source/ or source with matching 

content. 

(Also see Viewing Similarity Report: https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-

website/instructor/the-similarity-report/viewing-similarity-matches.htm and Viewing Sources 

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-

report/viewing-sources.htm)  

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/viewing-similarity-matches.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/viewing-similarity-matches.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/viewing-sources.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/viewing-sources.htm
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Figure 43: Source content similarity between student work and other sources 

Click here to access page showing how to interpret Similarity Report: 

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-

report/interpreting-the-similarity-report.htm  

Similarity score ranges: https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-

website/instructor/the-similarity-report/similarity-score-ranges.htm  

There are also ways to refine the Similarity Report. See how to do this here: 

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-

report/refining-the-similarity-report.htm 

8.3 Step 17: Generating a new Similarity Report on the same document 

If you believe something may have been added to our database since a paper's last similarity 

report was generated or if you make changes/set exclusions, you can generate a new 

similarity report from the Filters and Settings panel. 

See how to achieve this here: https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-

website/instructor/the-similarity-report/generating-a-new-similarity-report.htm 

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/interpreting-the-similarity-report.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/interpreting-the-similarity-report.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/similarity-score-ranges.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/similarity-score-ranges.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/refining-the-similarity-report.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/refining-the-similarity-report.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/generating-a-new-similarity-report.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/the-similarity-report/generating-a-new-similarity-report.htm
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9. Turnitin Web-based User guides for Lecturers 

Turnitin has a specific set of user guidelines for instructors that addresses all that has been 

illustrated above and more. Click here to access the page: https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-

studio/turnitin-website/instructor/instructor-category.htm 

 

 

 

https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/instructor-category.htm
https://help.turnitin.com/feedback-studio/turnitin-website/instructor/instructor-category.htm

